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Focus: “What does the world expect of a Gustie grad?”
The E/M NAB board members committed themselves at the start of this year to ask this
consistent question as we came to each meeting. While we all bring a variety of technical expertise
and range of experiences and passions, none of us are expert in curriculum or classroom pedagogies.
Our greatest contribution to the faculty and the students is the perspective we bring as future
employers. As we discuss internships or mentoring experiences or entrepreneurship programs, this
question influences how we as a board best contribute to the department. It’s been very helpful in
unifying our approach.
2014-2015 Meetings:
Fall 2014 – Met on campus to discuss current programs, enrollment, internship/mentoring
programs and new staff members. President Bergman joined us for a very informative hour-long
session.
Winter 2014 – Met at ASI with emphasis on Entrepreneurship program and a brief
discussion of international programs. Also began discussion of future NAB structure and
governance matters.
Spring 2015 – (April 30) Scheduled to meet at a NAB member’s Eden Prairie office –
emphasis of meeting will be further discussion of Entrepreneurship competition (see below)
evolution of NAB structure.
Major initiatives:
Mentorship/internship – This continues to be a critical component to the experiential
learning we hope students in the department. The overall mentoring program now has over 300
pairs, a new record number participating each year and we anticipate (with the help of CSL) that this
will continue to be true.
Gustie Cup - As noted above Entrepreneurship has become a major focus for the
department this year. Led by Prof. Marta Podemski Michelaska, and supported by Russ Michaletz,
we are hosting the first-ever Gustie Cup on the afternoon of May 9 (Please come!) This is a
competition set up to emulate the Ole Cup or the Minnesota Cup, in which students will present
their best entrepreneurial ideas and a winner will be chosen. Teams have been forming through the
spring with NAB members and others acting as advisors to each business, and NAB members or
other Alumni acting as judges for the final competition.
GSE – In a similar vein, Prof. Paul Estenson has been building a Gustavus Social
Entrepreneurship program looking at ways to both do well and do good with a business model of
some kind that can market his “Doc E’s Life Changing Salsa.” Involving students in all aspects of
the start-up venture, GSE is now one of the first Minnesota Benefit Corporations (incorporated
outside the school to avoid liability issues) and we have created a hands-on business for student
involvement. Some NAB members have provided loans to GSE to generate start-up funding. Profits
will go to charitable causes. Experience will go to some amazing student resumes!

Future Structure:
Subcommittees –See the attached graphic which begins to imagine the possible expansion
of the NAB’s reach, and the acceleration of our impact. At our NAB meeting late this month, we’ll
begin to be spending time exploring more specific places NAB members can connect – and ways we
can expand the recruiting potential, inviting additional alumni to be very targeted in how/when they
participate.
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